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Civil society blames police 

corruption for CBD deaths 

Centre for Natural Resource Governance (CNRG) 

calls for empowerment of internally displaced 

community 

 

MUTARE – A NATURAL resource extraction and community 

rights watchdog has called upon the government to empow-

er families relocated for diamond mining in Marange, Mani-

caland province. 

 

Centre for Natural Resource Governance (CNRG) in a report, 

“Marange Relocations lead to new poverty,” released in April 

2014 said the relocation of families from Marange that start-

ed when diamond mining commenced in 2009 could lead to 

abject poverty among the families if not handled with care. 

 

CNRG urged the government, mining companies and non-

governmental organisations (NGOs) to empower the families. 

“Government, NGOs and mining companies should 

initiate livelihood activities such as irrigation 

schemes and gold mining cooperatives at Arda 

Transau, particularly for youths and women,” the 

report recommends. 

“All mining companies must be forced to invest into 

empowering the relocated villagers and not give 

them food handouts. 

“There is also need for the Zimunya-Marange Share 

Ownership Scheme to be fully funded so that relo-

cated villagers can also benefit from the scheme. 

“Currently the funds which were promised to the 

scheme have not yet been availed and there is need 

for companies to fulfill their pledges.” 

 

The report recommends the government to come up with a 

clear policy to guide relocations for mining activities in the 

country. 

“Government should come up with a clear policy on 

mining induced displacements and relocations. 

“All mining contracts should be clear on relocations 

and these should satisfy the provisions of the Van-

couver Declaration on human settlements,” the re-

port reads. 

 

CNRG also urged the government to create dialogue with the 

affected families as a way of finding a lasting solution to their 

plight. 

“Apart from their daily struggles, there is an aura of 

fear and insecurity among the relocated Marange 

community. 

“What is clearly lacking is open dialogue about what 

happened, how it happened and what can be done 

to rectify the situation. 

“Government should set up an inter-ministerial task 

force to urgently deal with the problems confronting 

the relocated families in Marange.” 
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The report identified these problems: malnutrition and overdependence on infrequent food handouts from mining compa-

nies; lack of adequate health, education and housing facilities; and shortage of farming land.  

 

The report said while Mbada Diamond Company had started a poultry project for the relocated villagers there was need for 

other companies to follow suit by implementing projects such as piggery, cattle fattening and horticulture. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

CNRG urged the government to draw water from Osborne Dam, which is being used for the irrigation of the Middle Sabi in 

Chipinge to also help families at Arda Transau. 

 

According to the report, while Anjin Investments had completed building 474 housing units for the families, Mbada had com-

pleted 100 out of 487, and Diamond Mining Company (DMC) 30 out of 114, Marange resources 184 out of 350, Jinan Invest-

ments 110 out of 350 and the new company, Rera Diamonds none. 

 

CNRG said: “However Arda Transau can hold about 1867 families and the government is still to identify more land to 

relocate the affected families. 

“And with the haphazardness which characterized the first phase of the relocation exercise, there is need to come up 

with a proper plan before villagers are relocated.” 

 

Some of the relocations which reportedly took place in October and November 2010 coincided with an examination period in 

the country’s education calendar, affecting school children.  

 

By June 2013, an estimated 1000 families had been relocated to Arda Transau, which measures 12000 hectares, while 4300 

families were still to be relocated. 

 

CNRG recommended that a new land audit should be carried out to build on the Charles Utete, Flora Bhuka and SIRDIC-

Ministry of Land and Rural Resettlement interim land audits so that those who own multiple farms in Manicaland could cede 

land to the internally displaced people.  

Marange rough diamonds Source: sokwanele.com 
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HARARE – ANOTHER innocent life was lost in the Central Business District (CBD) of Harare following the unsuccessful attempt 

by a commuter omnibus driver to flee from traffic police on Tuesday afternoon, April 22. 

 

A commuter omnibus driver reportedly fleeing from police in a movie style-chase – now a familiar, unnerving sight on the 

streets – ran over the boy at the intersection of Chinhoyi Street and Kwame Nkrumah Avenue.  

 

Civil society condemned police’s law enforcement tactics which have rendered the CBD of Harare an increasingly dangerous 

place for the public.  

 

Combined Harare Residents Association (CHRA) Chairperson Simbarashe Moyo on 

Wednesday April 23, 2014 alleged that he bid by police to exact bribes was the rea-

son for the high-speed chases through the crowded streets, resulting in the growing 

form of street carnage. 

“This is not the first time that this is happening to us,” said Moyo. 

“It is something that has happened for a long time now all in a bid to get 

bribes. 

“You don’t chase a kombi in the Central Business District because it puts 

the lives of innocent people on the roads, in the kombi, and on pavements 

at risk. 

“As residents associations, we are saying enough is enough.” 

 

Two people were killed in February 2014 when two commuter omnibuses were involved in separate accidents during police 

chases along Simon Mazorodze Avenue and Gleendale Avenue respectively. 

 

An elderly woman was knocked down near Copacabana in April 2013. 

 

 A war veteran died at corner Chinhoyi Street and Bank Street in December 2013. 

 

 A father was knocked down while trying to shield his son from a kombi reversing in high speed in Harare in 2013. 

 

 And 16 people were injured when a kombi overturned in Bulawayo in 2013, among other similar incidences. 

 

The fatal incidents often leave bereaved families with no one to console them as all parties avoid responsibility let alone, com-

pensating the families. 

 

Often police reportedly flee from such incidents, despite their claim that they will be enforcing the law. 

 

Moyo recalled that municipal police allegedly strangled a taxi driver Goliath Dick to death in January 2014, showing that much 

of the chaos is caused by the law enforcement agents.  

Civil society blames police corruption for CBD deaths 

Simbarashe Moyo  
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The death led to a street demonstration by taxi drivers, who paraded his coffin. 

 

Moyo added: “How can a normal law enforcement process lead to the loss of innocent lives. 

“They are up to collecting bribes that’s why they are not following the normal channel of law enforcement, which in-

volves taking car registration numbers of those who flee from police. 

“There is a corrupt underlying element to all these cases.” 

 

Zimbabwe is ranked 157 out of 177 countries according to the Transparency International Corruption Perception index, and 

according to the index number 1 is the country least perceived as corrupt. 

 

Parliament in December 2013 questioned the Deputy Minister of Home Affairs Ziyambi Ziyambi over the unorthodox tactics of 

law enforcement agents, but the government official accused commuter transport operators of employing under age drivers, 

using road unworthy cars and evading licensing. 

 

City of Harare’s Deputy Mayor Musarurwa Thomas Muzuva recently 

accused the police of corruption and indiscipline. 

 

He said even when police caught kombi crews after such dangerous 

chases they inexplicably released them. 

“The behaviour of the police leaves a lot to be desired.  

“When the arrests are done, because of corruption the culprits are re-

leased immediately,” said Muzuva. 

 

Greater Harare Association of Commuter Omnibus Operators (GHACO) 

revealed to the Parliamentary Portfolio Committee on Transport that 

50% of the minibuses in the city were owned by police officers. 

 

A transport operator who refused to be named said police officers targeted omnibuses which did not belong to their fellows.  

 

However, police spokesperson Senior Assistant Commissioner Charity Charamba in February 2013 appeared unfazed by the 

criticism and defended the chases, saying the police were merely doing their work. 

“In the event that police chase commuter omnibus drivers who fail to comply with a lawful order to stop, police have a 

constitutional mandate to execute their duty. 

“In any case, if they are chasing a car with criminals on board, it is a ZRP constitutional mandate to do so,” she said. 

 

CHRA chairperson, Moyo, insisted that police had to rely on car registration numbers rather than chases which endanger lives.  

“So why do we have a vehicle registration department, if it can not play its role?” he queried. 

The Crisis in Zimbabwe Coalition is a broad based civil society network of over 72 active members comprising churches, women’s groups, social 

movements, residents associations, labour unions, human rights lawyers, and health professionals. It was formed in August of 2001 to focus on democracy, 

human rights, good governance and sustainable development issues – working locally, regionally and internationally.  

Mayor Musarurwa Thomas Muzuva 


